‘NORTHERN LIGHTS’
10 DAY SOCCER PROGRAM TO ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND
The Northern Lights is a 10 day tour through the Major Cities in Northern England and Scotland.

Immerse yourself in this unique culture of history, music, architecture and the most prestigious soccer in the world!

You will spend the first half of your tour exploring the Northern English cities of Liverpool and Manchester. While you are not on the field you will discover the Beatles Black Cab tour, the National Football Museum and the Historic Roman Tour in nearby Chester. Don’t worry there is plenty of soccer too, with stadium tours at Liverpool FC’s Anfield and Manchester United’s Old Trafford, training sessions with guest coaches and dinner at Café Football!

On your way to Edinburgh, Scotland’s historic capital city, you will stop at Hadrian’s Wall, one of Great Britain’s most famous landmarks.

Once you arrive in Scotland, you will participate in more training sessions with guest coaches, watching a professional match at Celtic Park and more games against local opposition. There will be plenty of time for a walking tour of Edinburgh, visiting Stirling Castle and a farewell dinner reception before departing for home!

“A trip of a lifetime, all thanks to GoPlay!”

Sam Nellins
PDA- New Jersey
TRAINING SESSIONS WITH PROFESSIONAL COACHES
DAY TWO – LIVERPOOL
Morning
• Depart USA (-1 Day)
• Arrive in Liverpool, England
• Check into hotel

Afternoon/Evening
• Watch a Premier League Game
• Team Dinner

DAY THREE CONTINUED – LIVERPOOL
Afternoon/Evening
• Beatles Black Cab Tour
• Team Dinner

DAY FOUR – LIVERPOOL
Morning
• Visit a EPL Academy
• Training session with guest EPL Academy Coach

Afternoon/Evening
• Visit National Football Museum
• Old Trafford Stadium Tour
• Dinner at Café Football

DAY THREE – LIVERPOOL
Morning
• Training Session with Academy Coaches

DAY FIVE – LIVERPOOL
Morning
• Training session with EPL Academy Coach

Afternoon/Evening
• Historic Tour of Roman Walls and Cathedral and in Chester
• Team Dinner
DAY SIX – EDINBURGH
Morning
• Depart Liverpool
• Visit Hadrian’s Wall

Afternoon/Evening
• Arrive in Edinburgh, Scotland
• Game Two VS Local Opposition
• Post-Game Reception

DAY SEVEN - EDINBURGH
Morning
• Training Session with Scottish FA Coach

Afternoon/Evening
• Walking tour of Old Town
• Edinburgh Castle
• Dinner

DAY EIGHT CONTINUED - GLASGOW
Afternoon/Evening
• Dinner

DAY EIGHT - GLASGOW
Morning
• Depart Edinburgh
• Visit Stirling Castle
Afternoon/Evening
• Training Session with Celtic FC Coaches

DAY NINE - GLASGOW
Morning
• Game Three VS Local Opposition

Afternoon/Evening
• Watch Celtic FC at Parkhead
• Farewell Dinner

DAY TEN - GLASGOW
Morning
• Depart GLASGOW
FRIENDLY MATCHES VERSUS SUITABLE LOCAL OPPONENTS
GoPlay takes care of every last detail to guarantee that you only experience the trip of a lifetime!

All the tours that GoPlay offer are all inclusive. Flights, transfers, hotels, listed meals and sightseeing excursions are included in the overall cost. This means that all you have to worry about packing the correct clothes, charging your devices and living an adventure that you will never forget!

What’s Included?

• Round-Trip Airfare from the US (Including Fuel and Taxes)
• Accommodation in 3* or 4* Hotels Based on Triple/Quad Rooms.
• Breakfast and Dinner Included.
• All Soccer Activities in England and Scotland
• Professional Match Ticket(s)
• Ground Transportation for Full Duration of Itinerary

What's Included?

• Sightseeing Excursions as Per Itinerary
• Free Place for every 15 Payees (Pro-rated)
• Single Room for Head Coach
• 24hr GoPlay Guide
• Medical and Cancellation Insurance
• 24-hour Helpline

From - $2,699
(Guaranteed Price – No Additional Fees)

Working with GoPlay is so easy. Our team was looked after from start to finish.

John Kerr
Duke University
LIVE A DIFFERENT CULTURE
AND DEVELOP PASSION FOR
THE GAME

GO Play
sports tours
A DIVISION OF ACRS
GoPlay Sports Tours is the Sports Division of ACIS. A Premier Group Travel Company for over 35 years in the travel industry.

Our passion for travel and the development of young athletes has given us a fantastic reputation with schools and clubs all over the US. Our staff have worked in the travel or soccer industry for many years, and have developed key contacts around the world. We nurture these contacts to provide a professional and memorable touring experience.

Our tours are designed to give young athletes a taste of what it is like to be a professional athlete. At all of our touring destinations, we are able to incorporate professional training sessions at some of the world’s biggest sporting clubs. GoPlay is a member of the USTOA with their $1m Travel Assist Program.

In the unlikely event of our insolvency, the USTOA will ensure that you are not stranded abroad and will arrange to refund any money you have paid to us for an advanced booking.